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Abstract—The term “data recovery” herein refers to accessing logically and/or physically damaged storage media, for which no functioning backup exists. The state-of-the-art physical techniques for recovering data from failed hardware can all be described as “part replacement.” To achieve high data density and high manufacturing yields, modern drives are “hyper-tuned” in the factory so that their data layout, zone frequencies, and various channel settings are optimized for each head, surface, and zone. This greatly complicates part replacement because a transplanted headstack, for example, no longer matches the servo, preamp, and read channel parameters that were optimized for the original headstack. Methods and challenges are discussed for replacing, or “refreshing,” firmware and system area information and for replacing all of the drive’s electronics. The data recovery industry, limitations of current techniques, and some probable future directions in data recovery are also presented. It is predicted that data recovery will be more important in the future as drives are exposed to more extreme mobile environments. Drive manufacturers may be able to differentiate themselves from their competition by designing for recoverability.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The term “DATA RECOVERY” often refers to restoring or retrieving data (i.e., files, blocks) from backup media. Depending on the field, data recovery also refers to the results of data mining; detecting data in waveforms (often involving phase-locked loops); decryption; or decompression. In this paper, data recovery refers to accessing logically damaged and/or physically damaged media, specifically from hard disk drives (HDDs), to obtain files or blocks that have no functioning backups — or are themselves backups.

Although the techniques for recovery from logical damage are interesting and challenging, they are more closely related to the operating system and the software programs used to create the data, not the HDD itself. The interested reader will find more information on logical recoveries in [1-3]. The techniques for recovering data from modern disk drives experiencing hardware failures have been shrouded in secrecy and are largely unpublished, except for [4]. In fact, the authors could not find any reference to peer-reviewed papers on the topic of hardware data recovery, as defined herein, except [5].

The closest other references are papers that describe magnetically imaging a disk by scanning an MR or GMR head over its surface [6-11]. This is presented as a way to analyze the written magnetization patterns, with the possibility of data recovery by generating a readback waveform from the image of the magnetization. In [4], the excessive requirements in time, storage, processing, and complexity of such a data recovery method are briefly discussed.

The reasons for the secrecy surrounding hardware data recovery techniques and the lack of public information include the desire to protect intellectual property (trade secrets) of data recovery companies, general lack-of-knowledge in the data recovery community about the inner workings of HDDs, misdirection (so that the true scope of recovery capabilities is not known to data saboteurs), and obscuring the often crude and simple nature of techniques that, up until recently, have exemplified the state-of-the-art.

These techniques for recovering data from physically damaged HDDs can all be described as part replacement. Printed circuit boards (PCBs) are swapped; heads are transplanted; motors and base castings are “replaced” by remounting the disks onto the spindle of a donor drive; and firmware or system information is replaced or “refreshed” by rewriting it. Placing the disks in a donor drive swaps everything – except for the on-disk system information, which is described in more detail later. Data stored on portions of the magnetic layer of the disk that have been physically removed, such as due to a slider (head) scraping away the surface as in Fig. 1, cannot be recovered – unless the future holds a way to reassemble the saved magnetic debris.

Data recovery is difficult now, and is getting more difficult. In order to simultaneously achieve higher data density and higher manufacturing yields, drives are “hyper-tuned” in the factory. This precisely matches the head/disk/preamp to other system components. These parameters are stored in the system area on the disk. Hyper-tuning is the reason some drive models almost always fail attempts at traditional part replacement. This trend is expected to continue, resulting in a requirement for drive-independent methods of data recovery for practically all drives built in the coming years.
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connected to circuitry damaged headstack. The new headstack’s flex circuit (lower right) is connected to the old donor drive. The flex circuit at the top of the picture is connected to the old drive. The headstack shown is a new replacement from a result of a head crash. The headstack is actually provided by a traditional, large data recovery company under the HDD or tape drive manufacturer’s name.

Most people never need data recovery services. Some may need them only once in a lifetime. Large companies and government agencies might need such services once or twice a year—four or more times could be considered excessive. In this business environment, long-term relationships are difficult to build. Furthermore, without standards or industry certification the first-time customer of data recovery services has a difficult time selecting a reputable company or one that has successful experience with their particular issue.

Industry best-practices include never writing anything to the damaged drive. This is probably the most common mistake of do-it-yourself recovery attempts. Instead, the malfunctioning drive is “cloned” as soon as possible. The cloned image on a new drive is then used for all data recovery procedures. Also, most reputable companies do not charge if they cannot recover the customer’s data. Some do charge “attempt fees” or evaluation fees; some provide priority service (including on-site support) at additional cost.

The cost of a typical recovery is from US$500 to US$2,500, depending on the file system (servers, RAID arrays, and Unix are more expensive), the type of repair, the time required, the type of data required (text is easier to recover than corrupted databases), and the probability of success (and hence of payment). Some extreme cases, including those requiring on-site support, can cost tens of thousands of dollars. Worldwide, it is estimated that the market for data recovery in 2005 will be just over US$100 million [22]. The top five international recovery companies make up about three quarters of this market. The remaining market is divided up among thousands of small local data recovery service providers, most of whom provide only logical recoveries.

III. DRIVE-INDEPENDENCE

In the strictest sense, we define drive-independent data recovery as recovering the user’s data without any hardware from the original drive (except the media, of course) and without any firmware or other information from the original drive, with the possible exception of its model number. In this case, disk drive parts from donor HDDs may be used and similar drives may be examined to ascertain critical information about the drive family. A portion of ActionFront’s inventory of donor drives is shown in Fig. 2.

In a broader sense, drive-independence also refers to being able to effectively utilize part replacement independent of the drive model, regardless of the part(s) that needs replacing. Drive-independent data recovery, then, refers to a collection of techniques that works across drive families, as opposed to one-off patches and tricks that can only be applied to specific problems with specific drive models.

The ultimate part replacement operations are re-mounting disks onto new drives and transplanting headstacks. In these...
two extreme cases there are six difficult challenges to overcome for successful data recovery:

1. Re-optimize preamp read settings;
2. Recalibrate repeatable run-out (RRO) and head offsets;
3. Control spindle rotation and head positioning, typically using the magnetic servo patterns on the disk surfaces;
4. Determine the layout and format of each surface, defects, and defect mapping strategies [23, 24];
5. Detect the binary data in the analog head signal; and
6. Decode the precoding, scrambling, RLL, parity-assist, ECC, and any other codes to reveal user data [25, 26].

Of course, the sectors or blocks created from the detected and decoded user bits must still be assembled into useful files. It is at this latter task where logical recoveries typically start. Interestingly, data forensic examinations can only begin after the physical and then the logical recoveries have been completed [27]. In this paper, we examine two drive-independent data recovery techniques that span both the strict and the broad interpretations of the term: 1) Replacing or “refreshing” the system area information (broad sense) and 2) Replacing the drive’s electronics (strict sense).

IV. REFRESHING THE SYSTEM INFORMATION

“System information” includes the drive-specific hyper-tuned parameters mentioned in section I. The system information, or the area where it is located, goes by many names, including system area, maintenance tracks, negative cylinders, reserved cylinders, initialization area, and diskware. These are always areas that are not directly accessible over the ATA/IDE or SCSI interface. Often they are located at the extreme outer diameter (OD); however, they have been found at other radii as well.

A typical drive’s boot-up procedure begins at power-on with electronic sub-system self-checks; then spindle motor spin-up; headstack unlatching or unloading; initial acquisition of servo wedge timing; seeking to the system area; and reading in its information for additional boot procedures and/or needed parameters and firmware. Clearly if the system area information is corrupted, the drive is not likely to function. For this reason, many manufacturers store multiple copies of the system area information, often one (or more) per surface. Furthermore, if a module of this information is corrupt in one copy, a good copy of the module (i.e., one with a valid checksum) from another area can be used.

The system area may become corrupted due to malfunctioning circuits, firmware bugs, exceeding the operational shock specifications of the drive, or position system errors. Another, more common, reason for system area corruption is a loss of power during an update of the system area itself. This might occur when system logs are being updated or when the G-list is being changed. The G-list, or grown defect list, holds information about the location of defects that have been found in the field during drive operation. The G-list is typically used for sector swapping, or sector reallocation [23, 24]. Related to this is the P-list, or primary defect list, that stores the location of media defects that were found during manufacturing. This is typically used for sector slipping and is not updated in the field.

Corrupted system area information can be rewritten as a form of part replacement. For some drive models, the system area contains only a small amount of information, such as a unique drive serial number, the P-list and G-list, often a “translator” that converts between logical and physical block addresses including the effects of head and track skewing, S.M.A.R.T. data [28], and a (possibly encrypted) drive password. This small amount of drive-specific information usually indicates that the drive is more amenable to part replacement, including head transplantation. An example of the identification portion of the system area of a 2.5” Hitachi drive is shown in Fig. 3.

Some drive models have larger system areas, which may span tens of tracks. This typically indicates that a drive employs hyper-tuning and hence is much less amenable to traditional part replacement, especially head transplantation and system area refresh. Their system areas contain all of the information listed above, plus some or all of the following: program overlays (executable code) for seldom-used functions or functions subject to revision; drive-specific tables such as RRO compensation, writer/reader offsets, data rates, zone table, many read channel parameter settings, gains, bias currents, and servo parameters; test routines; calibration routines; factory defaults; system logs; and extensive details about drive components.

It is possible that a drive submitted for data recovery because it will not initialize has hardware that is completely intact, therefore requiring no part replacement. Approximately 30% of the time this “hardware” failure is due to system area corruption. In these cases, the system area information is the part that needs to be “replaced.” Rewriting it is the fastest, most-reliable, lowest cost data recovery method (other than restoring a recent working backup to a different drive).

The format of the system area is not published and must be determined for each drive family. This information is commercially available only for a few drive models [29]. Some data recovery companies augment such information with their own investigations of other drives. Fig. 4 shows a screen capture of such an in-house tool, displaying information from the system shown in Fig. 3.
If the system information is rewritten from archival copies of the data from other similar drives, the hyper-tuned parameters will not match those needed for the drive’s original components. These head-specific parameters must be re-optimized [30] and rewritten to the system area, just as if a head transplant had been performed. Parameter re-optimization is not supported by any commercial utility and is an area of ongoing research for data recovery companies.

V. REPLACING THE DRIVE ELECTRONICS

If it were available, system area refresh that re-optimizes key parameters as needed for headstack transplants or disk removal would be the preferred method for drive-independent data recovery. However, there are data recovery situations for which even this powerful method would be inadequate. For example, many consecutive servo sectors could be corrupted causing the drive to shut down or to constantly recalibrate; precise control of headstack placement may be necessary to bypass badly damaged portions of the disk; the commands to control the read channel parameters for re-optimization may not be known; it may be necessary to capture system area information from a drive that will not spin-up or will not initialize; it may be necessary to read data from normally inaccessible locations (e.g., passwords in the system area, defective sectors, spare sectors); decaying bits or poorly written transitions may require additional off-line signal processing to be read adequately; and it may be necessary to bypass the normal drive boot-up sequence, especially if the sequence is written to initiate automatic encryption or destruction of data as a security measure. Extreme cases in which the disk is badly damaged and not flyable, such as those with which the defense, intelligence, and law enforcement communities may be involved, will not yield to recovery methods that involve drive hardware with specific servo signal, timing, zone layout, or frequency requirements.

In these cases and others, it is desirable and often necessary to replace all of the control, signal processing, and decoding functions of the drive with systems that are completely under the control of the data recovery specialist. For flyable media, the most cost-effective way to spin the disk is with its original motor and base casting or with from of a donor drive. All that is required is a standard HDD motor controller and related programming capability.

Once a compatible headstack is in place and the disks are spinning, the signal from the preamp needs to be acquired and used: first for servo positioning and then for data detection. To acquire a good signal, the read bias currents must be approximated for each head. In general, it can never be assumed that proprietary specifications for any chip or drive are available to the data recovery company. Therefore, even the programming of the preamp must be determined by experimentation. Often this involves probing the serial programming interface to the preamp while issuing various read and write commands. After the preamp is configured, the readback waveform can be digitized.

Fig. 3. The beginning of the identification sector (“IDNT”) of the system area for a 2.5” Hitachi drive is shown. The left column is the offset index from the beginning of the sector; the next two wide columns contain the hexadecimal interpretation of the data stored there. The rightmost column shows the ASCII equivalent of the hex values, when an equivalent exists. The model number is interpreted as “HE026040M9 AT00.”

Fig. 4. Example of an in-house system area reader, Drive Repair and Unlock Tool. The pane on the left displays basic identifying information from the drive’s system area, such as that shown in Fig. 3. The right pane lists the locations of various pieces of important system information. Notable entries include the “Zone table,” “Passwords,” “SMART parameters,” and the G-list and P-list. The “Overlay” entries typically indicate executable firmware.

Complete sectors of channel bits from a wide variety of disk drives, and even from tape and optical drives, are routinely recovered from digitized waveforms by commercial channel models, such as [31]. However, for greater speed, these functions must be moved from the general purpose PC to specialized hardware. Recovery of user bits (converted to ASCII data) in this manner, using ActionFront’s SignalTrace™ system, was first reported publicly in [4].

Fig. 5 shows the current version of the SignalTrace™ PCB. The analog waveform from the headstack’s preamp is passed through a differential probe to a low-noise preamplifier and variable gain amplifier (VGA) before being fed into a 10-bit 2Sample/s analog-to-digital converter (ADC). The ADC typically oversamples the readback waveform at 6 to 8 times above the drive’s data rate for a particular zone. This oversampling ratio is controlled for the highest data rate drives by slowing down the spindle speed appropriately.

The ADC’s output is synchronized, via a master clock, with a 1:8 demultiplexer. This brings the 2Sample/s data stream down to eight parallel 8-bit bytes of data at 250 MHz. Only the
most significant 8 bits of the ADC’s 10 bits are used because 8-bit resolution is usually sufficient (HDD read channels typically have no more than 6-bits of resolution).

The 8 bytes of data are fed into an FPGA that has been programmed to perform filtering, timing extraction, and data detection. The read channel’s continuous-time filter is approximated by a 32-tap FIR, whose output is resampled at the data rate under the control of a phase-locked loop algorithm similar to that in [25]. The filter coefficients are initially set based on a minimum mean squared error (MMSE) criterion, assuming a PR4 or EPR4 target response as appropriate for the zone. A 5-tap adaptive FIR equalizes the samples that are then sent to an implementation of a configurable-target Viterbi detector.

However, before any data sectors can be detected, the FPGA must acquire the timing of the servo sectors by locating occurrences of the servo preamble frequency, and sometimes also of a specific gap or byte pattern. Once found, a timing window is set up for repetitive detection of the servo sectors. The servo timing, sync marks, gray encoded track ID, and burst configuration all must be determined experimentally by examining a working drive of a similar model and date code. Based on this, timing windows are then set up to detect the servo track ID and wedge ID information, which are usually stored as di-bits. As in read channel chips, as much of the signal processing for the data detection as possible is re-used for detecting the servo information. Once the track ID has been detected reliably, additional timing windows are set up to control the integration of the bursts.

The burst values and track ID are sent to a Motorola Coldfire processor that applies a servo control algorithm to determine the appropriate position error signal (PES). The resulting PES control signal is sent to the voice coil motor driver. Seek time is not an important consideration for data recovery applications, so most emphasis is placed on accurate track following. For example, tracks with too many servo sectors that contain errors might be still be readable using non-traditional algorithms, such as applying servo corrections that were calculated for other tracks. Once stable tracking has been achieved, the data areas are captured and buffered and processed as described above. The detected channel bits are passed through FPGA implementations of the sync detector, descrambler, RLL (run-length limited) decoder, and ECC (error correction code) decoder. If the ECC indicates that uncorrectable errors are present, the sector is retried. If necessary the filter and detector parameters are adjusted on-the-fly for additional retries. The decoding steps listed above are very difficult to determine. They are proprietary and largely unpublished. Often the HDD manufacturers themselves do not know the details of these read channel blocks. Therefore, first principles must be used on each drive model to determine the decoding implementations. For example, the sync mark (end-of-preamble mark), and possibly a redundant sync mark, must be located in the Viterbi output decisions by analyzing the expected sector size based on coding overhead and the expected position of the sync mark(s).

The descrambler and RLL decoding are especially difficult to determine when the corresponding read channel specification is not available. The techniques used to solve this problem provide a key competitive advantage and are not described herein. The location of any split sectors (data sectors that are interrupted by a servo sector) must be determined for each zone. These sector portions are then reassembled. When parity-assist post-processing is used, the parity bits are typically stripped off with the expectation that Reed-Solomon error correction, in conjunction with sector re-reads, will correct any data errors.

As a specific example, ActionFront’s SignalTrace™ system completes all of the functions listed in this section for a 2002 Western Digital drive, with a capacity of 40GB/platter, at a rate of approximately 2GB/hour. Mapping the physical sectors into logical sectors, including the effects of skewing and defect management, is completed in a separate step.

VI. CONCLUSION

Data recovery is difficult now, and is getting more difficult. The hyper-tuning that simultaneously enables higher data density and higher yields causes the data recovery industry’s traditional hardware repair method of part replacement to fail in more drive models. While some drive models currently have recovery success rates above 90%, and others are above 60%, an increasing number have practically no chance of recovery for most part replacements. For this reason drive-independent data recovery is needed and its capabilities must be enhanced.

The current state-of-the-art research for system area refreshing focuses on developing algorithms that can quickly and adequately re-optimize all important channel, preamp, and servo system parameters without writing over data. This capability is needed both when the system area information is corrupted and when a headstack transplant is necessary.

The current state-of-the-art research for drive electronics replacement focuses on developing faster and more robust methods for determining the servo sector track ID and wedge ID encoding and the data sector encodings. Additionally, timing, equalization, and detection methods are being advanced to recover data from the drives that are being built.
today and in the future. These are likely to employ iterative equalization and decoding, LDPC (low-density parity-check) codes, and new timing recovery schemes [32-34].

Similar drive-independent data recovery techniques can be applied to magnetic tape and optical media, as well. When these media are discarded, sensitive information is often vulnerable to malicious recovery [35]. This is true even when files have been “deleted” [36, 37].

If a recovery is to be attempted from media that are not flyable, due to excessive damage including bending, abrasion, corrosion, fragmentation, penetration, etc., the layout information, signal processing, and decoding methods discussed herein must still be used. However, other means for recovering a readback signal from the recorded pattern are needed. These methods are always time-consuming, extremely difficult, expensive, and have a low probability of success. This is another area of current research, primarily for intelligence investigations of national security importance, not criminal investigations nor corporate data recovery.

Drive manufacturers can take steps to improve the recoverability of their products. These include publishing the specifications for their system area information and their encoding schemes, and providing a way for their in-house optimization routines to be run in the field. It is interesting to speculate that a drive’s reputation for recoverability might be a differentiator of considerable value in some markets.
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